ABSTRACT

In general, when a tyre is running on a deformable soil, the soil compaction will occur not only on surface layers, but also on soil profile, in deeper layers. This leads to a series of negative effects not only on physical and mechanical properties of soil, but also influences the crops growth and the crop yield. For these reasons, currently are needed solutions to reduce soil compaction, caused mainly by agricultural implements passing on the soil surface in order to apply the specific crop production technologies. From our simulation we can draw the following conclusions: the soil stresses decreased with depth; the soil displacements magnitude increased with soil water content due to lower friction forces between soil particles (water acts like a lubricant between soil particles); decreasing rate for soil displacement is influenced by load magnitude and tyre inflation pressure; the soil particles moved in vertical plain from the top to the bottom, but also in horizontal direction, from the center to the edge in cross section and in longitudinal direction; the dimensions of the geometric shape of the mentioned soil volume is influenced by load and tyre inflation pressure. In this paper the agricultural traffic and its influence on stress state in soil, it was used a software application based on Finite Element Method, that has been proved to be a useful tool for soil compaction assessment in order to find the right decisions for a proper field traffic management.
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INTRODUCTION

Generally soil compaction caused by agricultural traffic, has the effect of damaging the surface layers, surface soil structure and in depth, modifying the pore size distribution, pore continuity and permeability for water and air (Ranta et al., 2013; Ranta et al., 2008). These may have negative effects on soil biological activity, on the physical and chemical properties, on production (Schjønning et al., 2004) and on energy consumption during tillage (Rusu, 2013; Soane and Van Ouwerkerk, 1994; Stănilă. 2014a; Stănilă. 2014b; Van den Akker and Arvidsson, 2000).

In order to make detailed studies on the factors influencing soil compaction there were developed analytical and numerical techniques (Drocaş, 1993) that can be used to predict soil compaction in several conditions, that can be grouped in: soil status, soil loading regime, soil behaviour under external loads.

In this paper is used a numerical techniqe called Finite Element Method (FEM) and a FEM based software (PLAXIS) that has been made as a finite element code for 2D plane strain and axi-symmetric modelling of soil and rock behaviour.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A structural analysis in PLAXIS software involves the three main stages: designing the model computation initial hypotheses, setting the computing system, stresses and displacements computing, results analysis.

The first stage has following steps:
- geometric modeling of soil: soil is considered a cylindrical profile so that the soil-loading case show symmetry in terms of geometry and loading (plain model and axially-symmetric);
- imposition of boundary conditions, i.e.
specifying the points for support and type of support, and what kind of loads acts on the considered geometry (e.g. load evenly distributed);

- setting the soil general characteristics: material parameters, material model (Mohr-Coulomb and Soft-Soil), soil type in relation to water (drained, undrained);
- mesh the geometric model: dividing the finite element geometry (triangular elements).

The second stage has following steps:
- setting the computing case (plastic, consolidation, dynamic loading);
- setting the number of calculation steps;
- specifying multiplication factors of loading.

Once these intermediate steps are defined, the stresses and displacements are computed.

The third stage is described as follows:
- to facilitate the processing of results, the program has a module which can be used to draw graphs of interdependence between different defined parameters, displays the actual stress distribution, the main points with plastic deformation, total and specific displacements in all points of the computed structure.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Regarding the stress values at surface level contact between the tyre and the soil, it was showed that up to a depth of between 0.13 m and 0.18 m, the stresses does not vary greatly, even if the applied load situations it is less than 50%-60% of the maximum value. This is mainly due to the fact that the size of the contact surface calculated depends mainly on tyre air pressure and load value due to the simplifying assumptions and limitations of the computer software.

There was thus concluded that stresses values from surface layer of soil mainly depends on the value of air pressure in the tyre, conclusion that is confirmed both by the results of theoretical and experimental research conducted by the author and the results obtained by other researchers in the field.

There are, however situations where a certain combination of the value of air pressure in the tyre and loading stresses in soil are greater when the air pressure in the tyre is higher, even if the wheel load is lower by 5% of the value taken as a reference. This applies to a maximum depth of 0.2-0.3 m, depending on the value of wheel load, observing that the stresses at this depth value
depends mainly on the amount of load on the wheel, even if surface contact is higher. Hence it can be concluded that to reduce soil compaction in depth is better, for practical reasons, to reduce the wheel load, than to use tyres with higher contact surface with the soil, which allow a higher a wheel load.

From the computed stresses results that initial soil compaction is particularly important in the tensions induced in the subsoil. Thus, in these situations (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) it has been showed that because of a compact layer of soil to a depth of 25 cm, the soil compaction occurs mainly up to this depth, the curves slope of vertical stresses having an inflection points at the mentioned depths.

In all cases in which it is considered that there is a layer of compacted soil at a certain depth, it has been found a sharp decrease of the value of the vertical stresses at higher depths than the depth of the layer in which it is situated. In practical terms this means that in situations where the soil profile meet soil layers average or very compacted, soil compaction will not expand in depth but will extend to the surface.

Another conclusion which follows from this is that when it is desired to measure the...
stresses in the soil it is not a good idea to place the pressure transducers on the support that cannot be deformed together with the ground in its neighborhood because, due to their rigidity, the measured stresses at the transducers will be at least 10-20% higher than real ones.

From this point of view the best situation is that the transducers are flexible as thin, large contact area with the ground and should be installed in the soil so that it can move with nearby soil particles.

To compare the influence of the loading regime for different settlement states of soil were considered three cases: compacted soil, soil with average compaction and loose soil. Also, for the last two cases it was considered that there is a layer of compacted soil at a depth of 0.25m to 0.35 m and 0.3 to 0.35 m, respectively. Thus it can be shown that in the case of loading the the tyre air pressure is 180 kPa (Fig.3), the vertical stress at a depth of 0.1 m are greater for soils with larger deformations and with a low modulus of elasticity. In the same case, the smallest vertical tensions are obtained for soils that have a higher modulus.

Using the mentioned loading regimes it was computed shear stress distribution in the soil, both in depth and on the width of contact surface between tyre and soil. In all situations the
maximum shear stresses are located at the edge of the transition area between the loaded soil surface and unloaded soil (Fig.4).

This aspect was studied and the distribution of stresses shear, especially in the area of the transition area where, for experimental researches, it has been observed the occurrence of fractures oriented in directions diverging from the position of the contact surface between the soil and the wheel.

Thus, in Fig.4 is showed that the maximum shear stresses are located at depths by 5 cm and 10 cm, after which they decrease with increasing depth, with notable values to a depth not exceeding 0.7 m.

On the soil profile (Fig.5) shear stresses are particularly dependent on tyre air pressure, wheel load being the second parameter that has influence on their distribution in soil. The slope of the shear stresses curves depends in particular on the mechanical properties of soil being higher for loose soils.

CONCLUSIONS
From this study the following conclusions can be drawn:

- due to the soil-tyre interaction the agricultural soil is subjected to stresses, leading to deformations caused by the lateral movement of soil particles in the vertical plain (on the direction of the external load) and in the horizontal plain;
- the soil-tyre interaction is changing the initial stress and strain state in the soil, being influenced by a number of parameters that take into account both the physical and mechanical properties of the soil and parameters related with external load (wheel load, size of the contact surface, air tyre pressure);
- in cross view, because of the particles movement, it's possible to see that the width of the soil volume influenced by the load is higher than the width of the contact area;
- in longitudinal view the length of the the soil volume influenced by the load it’s higher than the length of the contact area;
- the shape of the soil volume influenced by the load is a frustum of a cone, with the low base in the contact area between soil and tyre and with high base at a certain depth, depending on the load magnitude;
- the dimensions of the geometric shape of the mentioned soil volume is influenced by load and tyre inflation pressure.
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